Trimble Releases Navigator Sample Application Software

Trimble (CA, USA) and Connected Innovation LLC have worked together to develop Trimble Navigator Sample Application software that provides mobile workers with in-field access to the real-time maps and driving directions capabilities of the Microsoft MapPoint Web Service. The Trimble Navigator Sample Application software will be offered with Trimble’s rugged handheld GPS devices that run Microsoft Windows Mobile software for Pocket PCs.

Purchased separately, the Microsoft MapPoint Web Service is a programmable Web service hosted by Microsoft that provides customers and partners with a familiar development platform for more easily creating mapping and location-aware applications and services to help them visualise business processes and data.

The Trimble Navigator Sample Application software uses the wireless LAN and GPS capabilities of the recently introduced GeoExplorer 2005 series handhelds and Trimble Recon GPS systems, and also demonstrates the connectivity to back-office services such as MapPoint Web Service. This functionality demonstrates how Trimble products are ideally suited for mobile enterprise applications.